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A Matlab/Simulink-Based PV array-Supercapacitor Model 

Employing SimPowerSystem and Stateflow Tool Box
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Abstract

This paper proposes the integration of photovoltaic (PV) and energy storage systems for sustained

power generation. In this proposed system, whenever the PV system cannot completely meet load

demands, the super capacitor provides power to meet the remaining load. A power management

strategy is designed for the proposed system to manage power flows between PV array systems and

supercapacitors (SC). The main task of this study was to design PV systems with storage strategies

including MPPT with direct control and an advanced DC-link controller and to analyze dynamic model

proposed for a PV-SC hybrid power generation system. In this paper, the simulation models for the

hybrid energy system are developed using Matlab/Simulink, SimPowerSystems and Matlab/Stateflow

tool. This is the key innovative contribution of the research paper. The system performances are

verified by carrying out simulation studies using practical load demand profile and real weather data.
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1. Introduction

Ever-increasing energy consumption, soaring

costs, the exhaustible nature of fossil fuels, and the

worsening global environmental issues have taken

all contributed to the viewing of renewable energy

sources as promising solutions. Renewable energy

systems (RES) including wind turbines, solar

energy and fuel cells have experienced a remarkably

rapid growth in the past ten years because they are

pollution-free sources of power [1-3]. Abundance

and sustainability of solar radiant energy are

important factors that characterize the energy

through the PV effect among the RES. But the

power generated by a PV system is highly

dependent on weather conditions. To overcome the

intermittency of the solar energy source, energy

storage systems (ESS) have to be coupled with

short term storage devices like supercapacitors (SC),

which enable charge/discharge cycles inferior to 10s

with kW/kg specific power[4-5]. Recently, PV array
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systems have been used in several electric power

applications. Despite the high initial cost and low

efficiency, the PV system has few operation and

maintenance costs as it is a stationary source of

energy fabricated from semiconductor materials.

Compared with oil prices, solar energy is a feasible

energy supply with great long-term benefits.

The combination of the PV system and SC bank

is an attractive choice due to their high efficiency,

fast load-response [6]. Attractive features of SC

include its high capacitance, short duration peak

power delivery capacity, i.e., high power density,

reduced space, environmental safety, low power to

weight ratio, and safe, long-lasting cycle life.

In solar energy conversion systems, SCs are

operated when high power demand is requested or

when the supplied electrical power needs adjustment

[7]. As an example, they furnish significant power to

overcome the initial inertia at solar pump start-up

and allow quality power when operating with

grid-connected photovoltaic inverters. Integration in

microgeneration systems enables numerous

applications [4]: road signs and lighting, bus

schedule displays, parking fee machines, remote

weather stations, system commands, automatic

distributors, emergency lights, and compressors.

Other uses of SCs fed by solar energy have been

envisaged over the last decade as reviewed below.

An average multi-level representation of power

electronic converters is used to design a dynamic

model of an SC Bank for microgrid application [8].

Hong proposes Matlab/Simulink dynamic models of

photovoltaic, micro turbine systems and SC. The

simulation comparison results of the two systems,

this is, with SC and without SC bank, were carried

out [9]. Also, SCs have been implemented in

stand-alone power generation stations with

renewable energy sources. In this framework, the

energy management of autonomous photovoltaic

power stations has been modelled in the case of

batteries or fuel cells combined with SCs for

electricity storage [10]. Uzunoglu et al. employed

blocks containing transfer function to simulate the

power control of autonomous power station by taking

into account intermittency in their simulation [11].

Tao Zhou et al. have studied a dc-coupled

wind/hydrogen/ SC hybrid power system. The

purpose of the control system is to coordinate these

different sources, particularly their power

exchange, in order to make controllable the

generated power [12]. An energy storage model of

a superconductor and PV array based on a

Matlab/Simulink software environment was

presented by W.P. Hong [13]. This paper focuses

on developing a simulation model to design and

analyze the overall system performance of a

feasible PV/SC hybrid system in residential use.

The simulation model can be used not only for

analyzing the PV/SC hybrid system performance,

but also for sizing and designing the hybrid system

to meet the load demands for any available

meteorological condition. In this paper, modeling

and simulations are performed using

MATLAB/Simulink, SimPowerSystems and

Stateflow tool packages[13] and the results

presented to verify the effectiveness of the

proposed system during peak power demands or

transient conditions. The detailed power converter

controllers developed and turned to be reduced

power fluctuations and the PV array for this

simulation have been modeled with the 2D lookup

table provided in the Matlab Toolbox and the

controlled current source of SimPowerSystems.

These methods offer effective data storage and the

reduction of simulation time. The main contribution

of this paper is to present a flatness-based control

approach for a solar power generation system with

an SC storage device.
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2. Dynamic Modeling

2.1 PV System Model and MPPT

2.1.1 PV System Model 
A PV system consists of many cells connected in

series and parallel to provide the desired output

terminal voltage and current. Solar insolation,

temperature and output voltage of PV are essential

factors that affect the output characteristics of the

PV cell. Since the PV system exhibits a nonlinear

I-V characteristic, it is vital to model the PV unit

for MPPT (maximum power point tracking) in PV

based power system[14]. M. Veerachary et al.

introduced a verified model for a silicon solar PV

panel [15]. Recently, detailed models that include

nonlinear effects such as resistive losses, non-ohmic

current and temperature have been developed to

create a more accurate model [16]. The parameters

used in the mathematical modeling of the PV

system and the output voltage characteristic of the

PV system may be expressed as Eq. (1)[17].

0
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 ideality or completion factor

I0 PV cell reverse saturation current [A])

IPV PV cell output current [A]

Isc short-circuit cell current (representing

insolation level [A])

k Boltzmann’s constant [J/_K]

MV voltage factor

Np the number of parallel strings

Ns the number of series cells per string

q electron charge [C]

Rs series resistance of PV cell [U]

T PV cell temperature [_K]

VMP PV cell voltage corresponding to maximum

power [V]

VOC open-circuit voltage [V]

VPV terminal voltage for PV cell [V]

The manufacturer’s datasheet provides necessary

information for most of the parameters of Eq. (1)

[17-18]. The current-voltage characteristics of the

PV array can be obtained and analyzed by using Eq.

(1). Using the current-voltage curves, the

current-power curves can be obtained to operate

with maximum efficiency and produce the maximum

power output. The maximum power output of the

PV array varies according to solar radiation or

temperature. Therefore, an MPPT is needed to

maintain the solar array more effectively as an

electric power source [19]. In this paper, the PV

array model with a 2D-Lookup table and a

controlled current source is used for simulation time

and computational efficiency [15]. The irradiance

data and the I-V characteristic curve of PV array

can be used for modeling the PV output power. Fig.

1 shows the PV array Matlab/Simulink model using

the 2D-Lookup table and the controlled current

source. The input data for the 2D Look-up table are

irradiance data and output voltage of PV array.

To evaluate the performance of the whole system

under the Matlab simulation environment, the

IncCond method has also been developed by the

Matlab/Stateflow tool as shown in Fig. 1. The

IncCond method adjusts the PV operating point with

small steps and uses an average value of 100

samples to avoid oscillation around the MPP. In this

paper, the direct control of the MPPT algorithm is

adopted for changing the duty cycle of a dc-dc

converter. A PI controller can be used in general

MPPT algorithms, but requires a control loop for

regulating the current of MPP calculated by the

MPPT algorithm. Fig. 1 also shows an IncCond
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MPPT algorithm with direct control by the

Matlab/Stateflow toolbox.

Compared with general MPPT algorithms, the

direct control of the MPPT algorithm shown in Fig.

2 is simple and uses only one control loop in which

the PI controller is excepted because it performs the

adjustment of the duty cycle within the MPPT

algorithm as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The direct control model of PV system with
dc-dc converter

2.1.2 Incremental Conductance Direct 
MPPT Method

Comparative studies [20-21] show that an

incremental conductance method tracks faster the

maximum power point under rapidly changing

atmospheric conditions.

Conventional IncCond MPPT algorithms have two

independent control loops to control the MPPT. The

first control loop contains the MPPT algorithm, and

the second one is usually a proportional (P) or

P-integral (PI) controller. The IncCond MPPT

method makes use of instantaneous and IncCond

MPPT to generate an error signal, which is zero at

the MPP. However, it is not zero at most of the

operating points. The main purpose of the second

control loop is to make the error from MPPs near to

zero. However, the MPPT system of standalone PV

is a nonlinear control problem due to the

nonlinearity nature of PV and unpredictable

environmental conditions, and hence, PI controllers

do not generally work well [22].

Fig. 2. Matlab/Stateflow chart of IncCond
algorithm for direct control method

On the other hand, compared with the general

MPPT algorithms, the direct control of the MPPT

algorithm is simple and uses only one control loop

as shown in Fig. 3. The PI controller of the MPPT

is excepted because it directly performs the

adjustment of the duty cycle within the MPPT

algorithm. However, the direct INC MPPT has some

drawbacks under the rapidly changing irradiation of

a PV system because it uses a fixed iteration step

size [18].

The PV array for this simulation has been

modeled with a 2D lookup table provided in the

Matlab Toolbox and the controlled current source of

SimPowerSystems. These methods offer effective

data storage and reduction of simulation time. To

produce PV array power output by 2D Lookup table

as shown in Fig. 1, the I-V values of PV arrays are

utilized in accordance with various irradiance

conditions. Fig. 5 represents the 3D figure obtained

from data utilization of Fig. 4. This result is utilized
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effectively in practical applications.

Fig. 3. Block diagram of MPPT with the direct
control

Fig. 4. Characteristic curve of current and voltage
according to irradiance

Fig. 5. 3D characteristic of PV array for variable
irradiance

Fig. 6 shows the PV system model with dc-dc

converter designed by Matlab/Simulink and

SimPowerSystems.

Fig. 6. PV system model with DC-DC converter

2.2 Supercapacitor (SC) Model

Capacitors that store energy within the

electrochemical double-layer at the

electrode:electrolyte interface are known under

various names including trademarks or established

colloquial names such as ‘doublelayer capacitors’,

‘supercapacitors’, ‘ultracapacitors’, ‘power

capacitors’, ‘gold capacitors’ or ‘power cache’.

‘Electrochemical double-layer capacitor’ is the name

that describes the fundamental charge storage

principle of such capacitors. Electrical double layer

capacitors (EDLCS) are popularly known as

Ultracapacitors (UC) or Supercapacitors (SC).

These devices are emerging rapidly as green energy

storage devices in the field of Hybrid Electrical

Vehicles and UPS systems, along with FACTS

devices in power systems, electric drive applications

and utility applications. Attractive features of SC are

its high capacitance, short duration peak power

delivery capacity, i.e., high power density, reduced

space, environmental safety, low power to weight
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ratio, and safe, long-lasting cycle life. SCs are

fabricated with two electrodes of carbon material

and the distance between the two electrodes is so

small that the operating voltage of SC is less than

3V. They are commercially available up to 30,000F.

High voltage/ high current can be achieved by

connecting a greater number of capacitors in

series/parallels. SCs can be charged or discharged

faster than batteries and have 10 to 20 times more

power density than conventional batteries. The

energy density offered by SCs is 10 to 100 times

[25-26] that of conventional storage.

2.2.1 Considerations in choosing the 
proper model

In order to model the behavior of SCs, certain

requirements are set before the formulation of

equivalent circuit models of SCs.

So that the model can be as simple as possible, the

model should describe the behavior of the SC

accurately and parameters should be determined by

using SC terminal measurements. As SCs have

complex physical natures, it is very much preferable

analyze SC based on a distributed parameter

system. SCs are modeled based on three physical

aspects: (1) electrochemistry of two different

materials interfaced in different phases, which is

modeled as an RC circuit. The resistive element

depends on the resistance of electrode materials,

resistance of electrolytic solvent, pore width

membrane porosity, and quality of the connection

electrode-collector. (2) Based on the theory of the

interfaced tension in the double layer, the

capacitance of the SC varies linearly with the

capacitor terminal voltage. (3) Double layer charge

distribution shows a certain self-discharge. In

different states of discharge, there are some

important features presented to be taken into

consideration when establishing a conceptual model

for an SC:

- Series resistance increases with decreasing

temperature due to reduced mobility of ions in

the electrolyte at low temperatures.

- At an SC with 16 cells, the variation (resistance

with temperature) is twice as great as that of an

SC with one cell.

- The resistance range is 3.7 times higher at

-30℃ to the value measured at 40℃.

- Capacitance depends on the physical parameters

of the SC, so it is not influenced by

temperature.

- At higher currents, the voltage fluctuates

greatly and cannot accurately determine the

effects on capacitance (ions in the electrolyte

migrate to the harder surfaces of carbon at low

temperatures).

- Capacitance variation with voltage introduces a

nonlinear component in the system (to increase

voltage, the internal electric field attracts more

ions and the concentration near the electrode

increases).

- At the same voltage, at different temperatures,

the capacitance varies more in the charging

state. A possible explanation is that during the

charging cycle, the diffusion and electrical

forces are repelling and during the discharge

cycle, they attract.

2.2.2 SC Model 
An SC can be modeled by using standard circuit

components as shown in Fig. 7. This circuit design

is used because a similar circuit is presented in the

data sheet for the SC banks from EPCOS [27]. The

parameters used in the mathematical modeling of

the SC bank are as follows:

C Capacitance [F]

CSC-total The total SC system capacitance [F]
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ESR, R Equivalent series internal resistance [Ω]

ESC The amount of energy released or

captured by the SC bank [Ws]

ns The number of capacitors connected in

series

np The number of series strings in parallel

RSC-total The total SC system resistance [Ω]

Vi The initial voltage before discharging

starts

Vf The final voltage after discharging

ends [V]

The model consists of a capacitance (C) and an

equivalent series resistance (ESR, R) representing

the charging and discharging resistance. An

equivalent parallel resistance (EPR) represents the

self-discharging losses. The ESR is important

during charging and discharging since it represents

internal heating in the capacitor. The EPR only

impacts long term energy storage performance since

it models a leakage effect.

The amount of energy drawn from the SC bank is

directly proportional to the capacitance and the

change in the terminal voltage given by

( )2 21

2UC i fE C V V= -
(2)

Fig. 7. Simplified SC model

When the SC bank is subject to supply a

prescribed amount of energy, the SC terminal

voltage decreases. Eq. (2) represents the voltage

variation versus energy released or captured by the

SC bank. If the SC bank releases energy to the load

side, ESC is positive. If energy is captured by the SC

bank, ESC is negative. The effective specific energy

for a prescribed load can be satisfied by using

various SC bank configurations. In practical

applications, the required amount of terminal voltage

and energy or the capacitance of the SC storage

system can be achieved using multiple SCs in series

and parallel. The terminal voltage determines the

number of capacitors that must be connected in

series to form a bank and the total capacitance

determines the number of capacitors that must be

connected in parallel in the bank. The total

resistance and the total capacitance of the SC bank

may be calculated as [24]

UC total s
p

ESRR n
n- =

(3)

UC total p
s

CC n
n- =

(4)

The equivalent model shown in Fig. 8 is chosen

based on measurements analyzed in [23], developed

to fit the curves obtained by processing precision

measurements - RC series and parallel linear model

in Simulink. An SC comprised standard circuit

components, as shown in Fig. 8. (the model is

provided in the manufacturer’s data sheet) can be

modeled as shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10,

respectively. The circuit includes all components

that are used in the base model. Because this is a

conceptual circuit more than one that is effectively

functional, neither the control of the switch onr of

the capacitors is shown. The two variable capacities

are nonlinear, dependent on the voltage applied to

the entire circuit.

Capacitance C is the one on which depends the

behavior of the entire circuit, determining the
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maximum state of charge of the SC. The amount of

stored energy and the value of energy levels

variation are determined mainly by the capacitance.

Resistance R2, connected in parallel with the

capacitor, represents the quantification of the auto

discharge effect. Resistance R1 represents losses in

the charge/discharge cycle, arising due to resistance

of the conductor element; the process is not ideal.

Over voltage protection, provided by R3, is

necessary to prevent damages to the elements of the

SC, by balancing the voltage of the cells (otherwise,

the voltage in an individual cell can increase more

than the other values, leading to emission of gas or

explosion). This difference in voltage can occur if

one cell has a smaller capacitance than the other,

which is reflected in the amount of stored energy

[29]. Resistance Rp and Cp are included in the

circuit to shape the fastest processes in the SC’s

behavior.

Fig. 8. The basic circuit model of SC for
SimPowerSystem

Fig. 9. Control architecture of the bidirectional
converter

Fig. 10. Simplified UC model with bidirectional
dc-dc converter

Simulink is used to create a first model of the SC

according to the basic circuit described in Fig. 8.

Initial model testing is done with a simple circuit

consisting of a resistance in series with a

capacitance and resistance in parallel. This base

circuit manages to show the basic function of the

SC [23]. By adding more components until the

circuit described in Fig. 8 is achieved, the accuracy

of the model is improved. The Simulink model that

is used as the basic model of the SC is shown in

Fig. 8. The relay block controls the switch that

connects the balancing resistance R3 to the circuit

[28].

3. System Model Configuration 

and Simulation Results 

3.1 System model configuration 

The proposed system for stand-alone application

is shown in Fig. 11. Low-voltage, high-current

(power) converters are needed because of the

electrical characteristics of the PV cell and the SC

bank. All the elements are connected to a DC bus

with a DC-link voltage of 760V. The photovoltaic

generator with boost converter is directly connected

to the DC bus. The SC bank is always connected to

the DC bus by means of a two quadrant dc/dc

bidirectional converter. In this paper, the DC-link
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voltage controller is accurately modeled to maintain

the dc-link voltage stably for control of the

proposed hybrid source structure. The SC’s DC

voltage is applied to an IGBT two-level inverter

generating 60Hz. The IGBT inverter uses PWM at

a 20kHz carrier frequency. The circuit is discretized

at a sample time of 1 (sec), and the load voltage is

regulated at 1pu (380V rms) by a PI voltage

regulator using abc to dq and dq to abc

transformations.

The first output of the voltage regulator is a

vector containing the three modulating signals used

by the PMW Generator to generate the 6 IGBT

pulses. The second output returns the modulation

index. The Discrete 3-Phase PWM Pulse Generator

is used as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 11. Block diagram of the proposed system

3.2 Simulation Results 

The PV panels used in this study are capable of

delivering 12kW of power under maximal radiation

conditions. The SC power is limited by the

maximum current of 750A as recommended by the

manufacturer. The SC can deliver large bursts of

power as long as the current is lower than 750A.

The initial voltage of the SC bank is set to be

48.6V. Fig. 12 shows the Malab/Simulink model for

simulation and the parameters used in this

simulation are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.

Fig. 13 shows the output power of the

photovoltaic system by the proposed MPPT

algorithm by the Matlab/Stateflow box and the

charging and discharging power waveform of the

supercapacitor bank is shown as in Fig. 14. The

positive power region represents the discharge

power by the SC bank and the negative power

region represents the charge power of the SC bank.

Fig. 15 represents the stable characteristics of the

DC-link voltage. This is due to good operation of

the new proposed dc kink controller and the

effective role as a fast storage device. Fig. 16

shows phase voltage and current of load. This

shows that the PV array is a good main source and

that the SC functions as a buffer to compensate for

the uncertainties of the PV source in both steady

and transient states. This result verified the good

performance of the LC filter.

Fig. 12. The Matlab/Simlink model for simulation
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Table 1. SC specification

specification Value

Capacitance[F] 165

Internal series resistance(dc)[mΩ] 6.1

Leakage current[A] 0.0052,73h, 25℃

Operating temperature -40℃ to 65℃

Voltage[V] 48.6

Short-circuit current[A] 4800

Power density[W/kg] 7900

Energy density[Wh/kg] 3.81

Volume[l] 12.6

Weight[kg] 14.2

Table 2. PV system model parameters

Parameter Value

The number of series cells per

string(Ns)

105

The number of parallel cells per

strings(Np)

148

Ideality or completion factor(a) 1.9

Boltzmann’s constant(k) 1.3805e-23[J/°K]

PV cell temperature(T) 298[°K]

Electron charge(q) 1.6e-19C

Short-circuit cell current(Isc) 2.926[A]

PV cell reverse saturation

current(I0)

0.00005[A]

Series resistance of PV cell (Rs) 0.0277[Ω]

Fig. 13. The power of photovoltaic system by
MPPT

Fig. 14. SC bank charge and discharge power

Fig. 15. DC-link voltage by SC bank

Fig. 16. Phase voltage and current of load

4. Conclusion

The PV-SC hybrid power system is designed and
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modeled for stand-alone building micro-grid users

with appropriate power management controllers and

power converters. A compact topology, suitable for

high-power applications, is proposed. A behavioral

model to simulate the PV energy storage by SCs is

justified. The model consists of a code that enables

the evaluation of the solar irradiance incident on a

PV array, an equivalent electrical circuit for PV

module, and an equivalent multi-branch electrical

circuit for the set of the SCs with regulator switch

and controller. This study integrated a PV system

with a SC storage system using a new modeling

method including a PV MPPT with direct control

and an advanced DC link controller. The developed

system and its control strategy exhibit excellent

performance for the simulation of a complete day or

for longer periods of time. In the future, simple or

flexible models that consider the various

characteristics of SCs and integrated optimal

operation scheme of PV-SC sources will be

analyzed for practical applications.
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